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Prof. Habib Ahmed

Habib Ahmed’s knowledge contributions emphasize how the Islamic financial sector can focus on economic development, the requisite legal and regulatory framework, and the potential impact of such efforts in infrastructure development which could also help in developing the Islamic social finance sector and engender financial inclusion. He also contributed to diverse areas in Islamic finance & economics, including Shariah governance, fiscal policy, and Shariah screening standards. His contributions are innovative and has taken the existing solutions to another level of intellectual achievement.

In addition to his numerous intellectual contributions and publications, his pioneering work could also be seen in the policy-oriented research he conducted for leading multilateral and standard-setting institutions. Notable among these contributions are his work on Sustainable Development Goals and the Role of Islamic Finance, Infrastructure Financing through Islamic Finance in the Islamic Countries, and National and Global Islamic Financial Architecture: Problems and Possible Solutions for OIC Member Countries.

In recognition of his pioneering and innovative work that pushed knowledge and influenced policy making, the IsDB Prize Selection Committee decided to award the IsDB 1st Prize for Impactful Achievement in Islamic Economics, Knowledge Contribution Category 1443H (2022G), to Prof. Habib Ahmed.